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 Abstract  

Introduction 

There is vigorous debate and mixed evidence concerning what diets or how many food groups can be 

used to prevent stunting in resource poor settings. Inherently, recommendations focus on food supply, 

availability and access other than household functions, behaviours and child care practices.  

Objective 
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We review the evidence on the effects of supplementation using locally available diverse and non-

diverse foods on stunting among children below the age of five years.  

Methods 

We review evidence from Sub-Saharan Africa, where 22 of the 34 countries that contribute to ninety 

percent of the global burden of stunting are. We searched the empirical literature that captured 

anthropometry outcomes for children of age 0-5 years. Studies assessing the effects of fortified foods, 

or food used for treatment rather than prevention were excluded.   

Findings 

Four studies are reviewed. Only one study provided food supplements comprising seven locally 

available food items, while the others provided fewer food items. The studies show that 

supplementing with diverse local foods has neither superior nor inferior linear growth benefits than 

supplementing with non-diverse local foods. We however find positive and consistent significant 

effects especially of milk and maternal factors on preventing wasting and underweight.    

Conclusions 

Our review demonstrates that supplementing with locally available foods is feasible in resource poor 

settings. Our findings partially substantiate the challenges of prescribing the quality or a threshold of 

food groups for the prevention of stunting. Due to limited evidence, further research on local diverse 

and non-diverse supplementation is required.   

 

Key words: Locally available foods, supplementation, linear growth, stunting, controlled trials, 

nutrition reviews 

JEL Classification:  I10, I12   
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Background 

The role of dietary diversity, defined as the number of different foods eaten over a given period of 

time in nutrition is well established. However, less is known about the role of local diets in preventing 

stunting[1]. Stunting is a syndrome characterized by being too short for age due to failure to reach 

one’s genetic potential in linear growth [2]. It starts before and can continue after birth [3]. Height-

for-age is one of the  measures used to detect chronic under nutrition [4]. Stunting affects 165 million 

children globally[5]. Ninety percent of the global burden of stunting is found in 34 countries, out of 

which 22 are in Sub Saharan Africa (SSA)[5]. In SSA stunting has been endemic and chronic for 

decades, affecting four in every ten children[6]. Stunting has lifetime negative effects and affects 

health, schooling abilities and economic benefits in adult life[5]. Prevention of stunting in early 

childhood is therefore important for economic growth [7].  Overall there is concern that policy 

frameworks and programs have failed to prevent stunting in Africa. Clearly stunting remains a major 

public health problem in low-income settings where food insecurity is a foremost challenge [8, 9]. 

Central to the discipline of nutrition is the emphasis on addressing under nutrition by promoting 

consumption of a diversified and well-balanced diet as the most sustainable strategy [10, 11]. This 

approach is based on the argument that the dietary choices for resource poor families are premised on 

the avoidance of calorie shortages [12]. Consequently, local diets are often staple based, bulky, 

monotonous with limited animal source foods [13].  This has led to assertions that dietary inadequacy 

is such a common occurrence in resource poor settings that linear growth cannot be achieved from a 

local diet alone without nutrient supplements[14]. However, such explanations tend to overlook the 

fact that there is no consensus on what constitutes an  ideal diet that prevents stunting[1]. Few studies 

have rigorously examined the effects of interventions using local foods and the extent to which a non-

diverse local diet is a risk to stunting in resource poor settings remains unknown. While the 

preponderance of interventions focus on fortified food supplements, it is arguably not yet clear 

whether such supplements are the solution and only guarantee of achieving  nutrition security since 

nutrition also involves other underlying factors such as child care practices, water and sanitation. To 
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date, few studies have sought to understand how some children eating few locally available foods 

overtime manage to grow optimally [3], hence some scholars have urged researchers to identify the 

practices and behaviours of caregivers who raise unusually well-nourished children, despite being 

poor and living in difficult conditions [15, 16].  

Scope of the study  

The aim of the review is to assess the effects of supplementing with local foods on stunting. We 

contribute to the debate on whether dietary diversity in local contexts is the solution to stunting, 

compared to non-diverse local diets. The study causal inference is derived from a systematic review 

of studies conducted in Africa. The review examines behavioural, biological and household 

production function theories to interpret the result. We find that over the past decade, few studies use 

local foods in controlled trials. Supplementation with one or more foods gave a mixed result. 

However, milk and maternal characteristics influenced wasting and underweight, positively and 

consistently. This review adds value by a) partially substantiating the debate on food grouping b) 

using current data from 2000 to 2014 c) and only reviewing studies that used unfortified local foods. 

We organize the paper as follows. Section 2 discusses theories and pathways to explain stunting. 

Section 3 presents methods used in the review. Section 3 and 4 describes the empirical strategy and 

findings, while section 5 discusses the study implications. Section 6 concludes. 

Theory 

At the individual level, several sociological and economic theories explain the link between local diets 

and stunting [17-21]. The neo classic epidemiological Mosley-Chen theory postulates that the 

determinants of health, are complex and act in a cumulative manner of events to produce an outcome 

[17]. The determinants are: (1) maternal factors (2) environmental contamination (3) nutrient 

deficiency (4) injury and (5) personal illness control [19]. Hence local diets would directly influence 

health through the nutrition deficiency pathway. In the framework of Grossman’s model [20, 21], 
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local diets are an input to health production as households invest in the purchases of local foods to 

achieve good health.  

Factors that mediate the impact of local diets on stunting can be explained by various behavioural 

theories. The Health Behaviour model predicts that dietary practices based on information, motivation 

and skills of caregivers influence diet composition which in turn affects stunting [18]. The Social 

Ecological model defines interrelationships between the environment and dietary habits [22]. For 

example local foods can be influenced by agro ecological and climatic factors which in turn influence 

food availability, types of food grown and hence habitual diets. The intra household resource 

allocation theory demonstrates how intra household food allocation, purchasing priorities and 

bargaining power influence household and individual dietary intake[23].  The Positive Deviant theory 

(PD) can be used to explain why some children grow well from consuming locally available foods in 

food insecure regions. The PD theory states that some households in local contexts adopt uncommon 

behaviours and strategies that enable them to find better solutions to problems than their peers, while 

having access to the same resources and facing similar or worse challenges. In practice they 

frequently have children who are unusually healthy under hostile conditions [15, 24]. These 

theoretical notions provide a framework for identifying the pathways between the consumption of 

diverse and non-diverse local foods and stunting.  

Methods 

Search strategy and study selection 

The literature search was conducted between January 2013 and August 2014. The main focus of this 

review is to assess whether providing diverse or non-diverse rations composed of locally available 

foods (animal or vegetable source), results in significant linear growth thereby preventing stunting. 

The search covered all title qualifying publications from 2000 to 2014. Only studies from Sub 

Saharan Africa were included in order to contextualize the review to similar local foods [25], account 

for the peculiar circumstances of the high disease burden in Africa known to contribute to stunting 
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[9], and to strengthen the predictive power of theories by applying the cultural relevancy cited in 

health behaviour models [18, 26].  

The search unearthed eight efficacy trials from previous systematic reviews which covered the period 

1999 to 2006 [27] and eight studies which covered the period 1991 to 2009 [28]. Six of the eight 

studies were the same efficacy trials in both reviews. For this analysis, all these studies were excluded 

for; either using fortified food blends supplements, and not specifying the type of food  items given 

(in case of  one study) [29], and having been conducted outside SSA. Further triangulation searches 

by year were performed using Google Scholar.  

 

Inclusion and exclusion criteria 

Studies were included in the review based on the following criteria: 

Study design: only randomized controlled trial (RCTs), case-comparison-, quasi-experimental, or 

longitudinal studies were included. There is debate on whether observational studies should be 

included in systematic reviews. On one hand, systematic review methodologists are concerned about 

their inclusion, while on the other hand, the World Health Organization’s (WHO) Nutrition Guidance 

Expert Advisory Group (NUGAG) members are concerned about their exclusion [30]. While 

systematic reviews (SRs) in public health nutrition are criticized for using observational studies, 

because of the misunderstanding that SRs include only evidence from RCTs and always exclude 

evidence or observational studies in humans [30]. Our review excluded an observational study that 

qualified despite the fact that the evidence on locally available foods is still limited and emerging 

because we sought to consider only robust studies [31].    

Statistical analysis: We only selected studies that employed quantitative and econometric methods in 

analysis such as logistic regressions. Therefore descriptive studies were not included.  

Intervention and target group: Studies met the criteria if they had children of age 0-59 months as the 

unit of analysis, included child anthropometry outcomes, and specified “stunting” or linear growth as 
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the either primary or secondary outcome of a dietary diversity indicator. Any study with an 

intervention that prescribed a diet of one or more local foods in order to improve measureable 

nutrition outcomes was included[14].  Studies that included a specific food item in the intervention 

along with health and nutrition education were considered since care giver behaviour is influenced by  

information, motivation and skills on how to make child feeding choices [32].  We included studies 

that compared  non-fortified foods with fortified foods, although only the results of the non-fortified 

food is reported as this study is intended to assess the effect of habitual food items on stunting.  

Studies assessing the effects of minerals and vitamin supplementation, fortified foods, fortified ready- 

to -use food products, food used for treatment rather than prevention were excluded.  Both free-text 

and subject headings were used, in the Medical Subject Headings (MeSH). We use an adapted search 

strategy for identifying randomized trials [33] 

 

Search terms used;  

“randomized controlled trial”,“controlled clinical trial”, “randomized [tiab]”,  “case-, comparison-, 

quasi-experimental, longitudinal and observational studies” [tiab], “dietary diversity, stunting” 

“stunting, food groups, [34]”, dietary diversity stunting, children, under five years under two years, 

children,0-23,  0-59,  [tiab],  child growth, dietary diversity, Africa, developing countries 

complimentary foods, trial [tiab], “household dietary diversity nutrition”, chronic malnutrition, 

children [tiab],  

We searched relevant databases and search engines with literature from peer reviewed journals. These 

include PubMed, WHO database, and Wiley Online Libraries, Science Direct, Springer, Google 

scholar, Scopus, Medline, BioMed central and the Cochrane data base of systematic reviews. 

Following a trail of cited papers, we utilized the snowball technique where one selected study led to a 

relevant-to-criteria heading or topic. The search was further supplemented by accessing selected 

systematic reviews and published papers where the treatment and outcomes met the inclusion criteria. 

We used three earlier nutrition systematic reviews to close any gaps and cross check study overlaps, 
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an indication of iteration in the search process[35]. This gave us confidence that we exhausted both 

saturation and chronology in the referenced literature.  For example, we found that none of the 

systematic reviews met the criteria because  the studies reviewed looked at fortified foods or were not 

done in Sub Saharan Africa,  or that they were interventions where food was given for the treatment 

of malnutrition [27, 28]. The most recent systematic review reviewed eight RCTs which were 

excluded because of study site and year criteria [36].  

Outcome measures 

The framework for analysing nutrition outcomes in the review follows the WHO classification [5, 

37].The primary outcome stunting is defined as height for age Z score ≤2. Secondary outcomes 

include wasting which is defined as weight for height Z score ≤2 and, underweight which is defined 

as weight for age Z score ≤2. Since all but one study had children below the age of two, length 

measurement is reported and hence the outcomes are expressed as length for age Z score (LAZ), 

weight for length Z score (WLZ) and weight for age Z score (WAZ).  

 

Methodological appraisal 

We evaluated the methodological strength of the studies at two levels. First, we followed the quality 

appraisal criteria for use and application of reviews for public nutrition and public health, which 

assesses whether a study has a:   

a) clear study objective, answerable question and protocol  

b) pre-specified eligibility inclusion criteria  

c) reproducible methodology for stated evidence  

d) critical statement of findings and their validity and  

e) structured presentation of findings [30, 38].  

Second, we used the quality and validity grading for quantitative studies with a component rating 

based on 1) selection bias, 2) study design 3) confounders 4) blinding 5) data collection methods 6) 
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participation rate. Risk of bias  was assessed for all studies using the following ratings; 1= low, 2= 

medium and 3= high [39]. The flow chart of evidence search and selection is shown in Figure 1 

 

Description of empirical studies 

Characteristics of empirical studies 

Table 1 summarizes the characteristics and findings of the selected empirical studies. Characteristics 

include study type, country, sample size, age,  study design, number and type of food items in the 

intervention ( used as a marker for the concept of dietary diversity), independent variables, dependent 

variables, treatment effects (size effect-SE /odds ratio-OR). In total, four studies qualified for the 

review.  Collectively, these studies were conducted in four countries, with a sample size that ranged 

from 129 children [40] to 532 [41] respectively. Baseline characteristics within each study were 

similar between study and comparison groups. Three out of the four studies targeted non-

malnourished children less than twenty four months old while one targeted children up to forty 

months old [42]. The start of the intervention varied considerably, ranging from three months of 

child’s age [43] to eleven months[42]. All interventions lasted for a time between five to twelve 

months, with an average duration of 7.2 months. There were variations in diet exposure among the 

studies. Animal source foods such as meat, milk or milk powder and eggs were provided in three 

studies. One study provided both meat and eggs and also included fruit, sugar, oil and legumes all in 

one package [40]. Another provided olive and fish oils [43]. All studies reported child anthropometric 

outcomes and morbidity. Outcomes were measured at different intervals, from three month intervals, 

to baseline and end line intervals.  Child gut integrity and cognitive development were reported as 

additional outcomes in one study [43]. Caregivers in all studies received nutrition counselling to 

enhance knowledge and encourage child feeding of foods from the locally available foods. 

Information on hygienic practices was also given. The food items were distributed as take home 

rations [40, 41]. We also consider that these interventions were a supplement to the usual sources of 

food and nutrition i.e.  breastfeeding and locally available foods.  
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Methodological quality of studies 

Regarding the study design and causal inference,  two of the studies were RCT’s [41, 43] one was 

quasi experimental [40] and one was a case comparison [42].  

All the studies reported statistically significant effects, either as mean effects, or changes in both 

primary and secondary outcome over the duration of the supplementation. Effects were indicated by 

effect sizes, p-values or percentage changes. Studies also report differences between treatment and 

comparison groups. The results are therefore not directly comparable but give a plausible general 

indication of the observed effect. The results are presented as a narrative of the study findings. Two 

independent authors verified the review process. 

Findings  

Effect of diverse and non-diverse local food rations on stunting  

Table 1 summarizes the findings of the selected empirical studies. The evidence from the review is 

mixed. This is despite the moderate to high strength in study designs [41, 43], the use of 

recommended animal source foods, the supplements/rations containing one to seven foods, and the 

studies targeting the “window of opportunity” i.e. children below the age of 24 months [9, 44].  Three 

of the four studies find no significant effect of introduced locally available foods on stunting. We find 

one positive effect for linear growth but this was not sustained (Table 1). There was evidence of 

failure to reverse progression to stunting [40, 41] or to sustain benefits [43]. The enrolment age 

ranged from 3 months [43] to 25 months[42].  The other two studies had mean enrolment age of 6 and 

14 months respectively [40, 41].   

We find that none of the studies reported their findings by age groups to which would have shown 

whether there were any potential effects or if benefits were heterogeneous with age. Since growth 

velocity varies by age and risk to stunting increases between 12 and 18 months in areas endemic to 

stunting, the lack of age group analysis may have masked some positive results [6]. One study 

instructed parents to give meat as the only complementary food in the “early weeks” of the study or 
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with a minimum of other foods for an unspecified duration to maximize the 15g intake of meat per 

day [41]. The study does not state whether this instruction was adhered to by parents or if other 

locally available foods were withheld as most children were enrolled from the age of six months 

which is deemed the appropriate age to introduce other foods.  This could bias the finding. One study 

targeted children from  the age of three months contrary to exclusive breastfeeding guidelines [43]. 

The overall lack of effect in the studies could be of the result of other factors than food.  Also, food 

was also given as take home rations likely to be shared as evident in most cultures [40, 41]. Overall, 

these inconsistencies in findings are similar to previous studies of various age groups and contexts 

[27, 45, 46]  

Though animal sources foods are perceived to be a vital source of micronutrients necessary for 

growth, only milk increased linear growth [41, 42]. We also find that the studies do not clarify 

whether the food intervention was part or the core of the family diet or if the families that were given 

the nutrition counselling increased their consumption of the food that was promoted. As other studies 

note, there are inconsistencies on the number and motivation for the type of foods given in these types 

of interventions [47]. Hence the complex interactions and cumulative effects cannot be captured well 

by attempting to study the effects of single dietary components [48], yet this was the focus of two 

studies under review [41, 43].  

The studies find significant positive effects of the provision of local foods on the prevention of 

wasting and underweight [40, 43]. Unlike wasting which is a measure of current under nutrition, there 

is some evidence to suggest that linear growth is influenced by change over time.  Similar to other 

studies on stunting, maternal characteristics of education and height were associated with significant 

changes in length Z-Scores [40, 42].   

Discussion 

Our objective was to do an evidence based review on the effects of interventions that use locally 

available foods to prevent stunting. We find a consistent result that stunting was not impacted by local 

foods in the four studies. The studies did show consistent positive effects on wasting and underweight, 
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with maternal indicators mediating these effects. We note that one study in this review was the first 

ever to investigate the effect of a single animal source food compared to that of fortified food blends 

[41].  

This review largely confirms previous findings that show minimal impact of and little variation in the 

effects of supplementing with one or more local food groups on stunting [1, 49]. There are several 

possible explanations for these findings. Firstly, the overall lack of effect on stunting maybe explained 

by the fact that interventions that focus on the child and not pre natal nutrition are better suited for the 

treatment of short term under nutrition in children, such as wasting, or might work better in contexts 

of acute food insecurity [50, 51]. Moreover, long term effects were not determined at the end of the 

interventions due to short duration and other factors such as high disease burden [48]. Since the 

reviewed studies were preventive and excluded malnourished children, our findings contradict 

previous evidence where preventive rather than recuperative models were reported to work better on 

nutrition indicators such stunting [50]  

 

Secondly, research by Jacques and Tucker (2001), concludes that in practice, there is insufficient 

knowledge and consensus on what actually is the healthiest diet[52]. This is clearly shown by the 

large number of existing dietary scores that attempt to express overall dietary quality [53].  However, 

the extent to which dietary quality scores and data-driven approaches help to generate new insights 

into the relationships between dietary intake and diet-related diseases such as stunting remains 

debatable [54]. For this reason, it is often difficult to separate out the specific effects of nutrients or 

foods despite the common practice of examining the role of single nutrients or foods in relation to 

disease risk [52]. The studies reviewed were heterogeneous in food type, number of foods, food 

groups, duration and the mean age at start of the controlled trials. Therefore we find insufficient 

evidence to conclusively assert that a diverse or non-diverse diet has superior or inferior nutritional 

benefits.  
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Thirdly, although only RCTs can prove a causal relation between a dose and a response, conducting 

nutrition related trials is a difficult task and inherently flexible [30, 55]. The relationship of a diet 

“exposure” and health outcome is challenging to establish because conceptually, pathways are many 

as explained by  biological [17], socio economic [2, 20] and family functional behavioural models 

[17, 18, 56]. For example, contrary to the Grossman model, there is evidence at household level to 

suggest that considering a household as a unitary unit in the production of health model is not a 

sufficient approach [21, 23, 57]. How the child is fed depends on household decisions on how to 

maximize a health-nutrition production function under resource constraints. Decisions are not entirely 

unitary and intra household resource allocation or gender differences exist[58]. The investment 

decisions that households make reflect that although health is a means to an end- “it’s desired but not 

above all else” [59].Therefore our findings need to be interpreted with caution. 

 

Consistently, our review finds that maternal characteristics such as education and height mediate the 

effects of local foods on linear growth [28, 60]. The effect of maternal influences on a child’s 

improved nutrition status can be examined through the framework of the Health Behaviour Model 

[18]. In the health behavioural model, reasoned action is influenced by the expected value of benefits 

on the basis of knowledge. It has been noted that where appropriate foods are available, the barrier to 

good nutrition is attitude and knowledge on feeding practices [28, 61].  Evidence shows the influence 

of maternal factors on the nutrition of deprived children whose mothers had limited education[62]. 

Therefore one pathway from poor dietary intake to appropriate care giver behaviour and linear growth 

is through the education and behaviour change effect. 

 

Finally, we agree with the suggestion that the applicability of theories in the field of nutrition in 

different cultural contexts should be explored [17, 20, 63]. Krebs, Wright [41] highlight that stunting 

may have different origins in diverse settings.  Jacques and Tucker [52]  assert that a nutrient- or food- 

based approach to examining disease risk seems backward. He concluded “Why not identify healthy 

eating patterns and then study the components of those diets?” Briend and Dewey [64], propose that 

“dietary counseling should move away from “fit for all’ and provide nutritionally adequate and locally 
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adapted diets with a better understanding of how to provide and deliver effective nutrition dietary 

counseling.”  

 

Research implications 

The evidence from this review suggests that we cannot conclude whether one or more local foods are 

the key to why some children thrive in resource poor contexts. Also few studies have been designed to 

capture this effect.  The review cautions the presumption or widely held paradigm that dietary 

diversity is the standard input for preventing stunting. We note that the weaknesses in the studies 

reviewed may relate to the short duration of exposure to the intervention, the lack of age specific 

category analysis and the heterogeneity of explanatory and outcome variables. At present dietary 

diversity scores are the primary indicator for assessing dietary adequacy. Future research could 

establish other measures to relate one or more types of food exposure to nutritional status.  Future 

research on non-diverse and non-stunted, and diverse and stunted populations could address some of 

the gaps identified.  

 

Conclusion 

This review set out to assess the effects of interventions using locally available foods to prevent 

stunting. We find that only four studies have been designed to answer this question directly using 

unfortified foods. We find insufficient evidence to conclusively assert that a locally available diverse 

or non-diverse diet has superior or inferior benefits on stunting. The review partially substantiates the 

challenges of attributing stunting to the quality of diet and threshold of food groups. The findings of 

our review certainly contribute to the debate on the entire concept of the diversity of food groups, 

especially whether or not dietary diversity is important for the prevention of stunting or whether 

dietary diversity should be a key notion in nutrition messages. Future research should also focus on 

the interaction between caregiver practices and local diets.  
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As some of our findings show positive effects from local foods such as milk, perhaps nutrition 

programs should consider investing in all inclusive social and behaviour change strategies to influence 

decisions that optimize the use of local foods and available resources within household production 

functions. Future research should focus on learning what behaviours are adopted by families to gain 

positive nutritional returns under nutritional stresses. Our study and previous reviews point to the 

complex nature of addressing stunting and we therefore recommend an approach that ensures that 

policy and dietary guidelines are informed by what works locally and responds to changing food 

patterns and the environment.  
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Tables and Figures 

Figure1.  Flow chart of evidence search and selection 
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1 Although search period extended from 2000, the criteria yielded four studies from 2012‐2014  
2 Sample for treatment and control not necessarily adding to give total due to exclusions and withdrawals. Cited as reported. 
3 SE of intervention group cited first and compared to control or non‐intervention group 
4 Quality grading source: http://www.nccmt.ca/uploads/registry/QATool.pdf, Mc Master University school of Nursing 2011  

5 Quality grading source: http://www.nccmt.ca/uploads/registry/QATool.pdf, Mc Master University school of Nursing 2011  

Table 1: Empirical Studies on interventions using locally available foods and stunting; 2012-20141. 

Citation, 
and Study 
country 

Design, 
sample size, 
Age range at 
enrolment2   

Duration  
(in months) 
and  
Data 
collection 
intervals 

Number  and 
food items 

Mean age at 
enrolment 

Independen
t Variables 

Dependent 
Variables 

Statistical method 
of analysis/ 
Treatment3 
effects (SE/OR) 

Heterogene
ous effects -
scoring4 

Findings on Stunting Study strength and 
Global Rating 5 

Tomedi, 
Rohan-
Minjares 
[40] Kenya 

Quasi-
Experimental 
 
Intervention 
group  n= 129  
children*,   
Control  n = 
147 
 
Enrolled from 
6-20 months. 

7 months 
 
 
4 times at 
unspecified 
intervals 

7 food groups        
Millet 150g, 
Pigeon peas 
25g, Milk125g, 
 Eggs 50g,  
Vegetable oil 
10g,  
Mango 100g, 
Sugar 10g 

Age at baseline 
Intervention 
group 14.0 
 
Control group 
13.2  
 
 
No other 
significant 
differences at 
baseline   

Dietary 
Diversity 
(24hr recall), 
disease, 
maternal 
education,  

Stunting 
Wasting 
Underwt 

Multivariate 
mixed effect 
models 
Stunting - SE  0.12 
vs 0.09;  P<0.09   
Wasting  SE 0.13 
vs 0.07;  P<0.001  
Underweight  SE 
0.07 vs 0.05  
P<0.001 
Wt/age 0.82 
(P<0.001), wt/ht 
(1.19, P< 0.001) 
ht/age -0.20 
(p<0.09) 

50% (4/8) 
 

No differences on stunting 
between groups but 
significant effect on 
wasting (0% vs 8.9%, 
P=0.0002) and 
underweight (6.3%vs 23% 
p=< 0.0001) significant at 
7 months    
 

Moderate = 2 
Less than four 
strong rating and 
one weak rating on, 
 low replicability, 
non-randomized, 
 non-blinded         
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Long, 
Murphy 
[42] Kenya 

Case 
comparison 
study 
randomized  
n= 303  
enrolled from 
11-40 months 
old;  
 
Meat n= 81 
Milk n= 97 
Plain porridge 
= 96 
 

5 months 
 
 
2 times, 
baselines 
and end line 

Animal  source 
Foods (ASF) 
with 1 food 
group without 
ASF  and  2 
food groups in 
intervention 
group 
respectively  fed 
on                          
Millet porridge,     
Porridge and 
milk,                
Porridge and 
meat 

Mean Age  at 
baseline  
Meat 25.7 
Milk 25.2 
Plain porridge 
25.4 
 
Similar 
baseline 
characteristics 

Dietary 
diversity(24
hr recall)  
age, SEC     
severity of 
child  illness 
exposure, 
maternal 
height, 
B/feeding,  

Stunting, 
Wasting,  

Multiple 
regression, fixed 
effects covariates 
for heterogeneity. 
Effects  Linear 
growth significant 
for milk than meat 
group (P= 0.0025) 
MUAC slope for 
Plain porridge  
greater than meat 
(p=0.0046), milk  
MUAC greater 
than meat 
(p=0.0418) milk 
and plain porridge     
Meat SE 0.321 vs 
0.309 vs 0.304         
Wasting -   Meat 
SE 0.348 vs 
0.341vs 0.349 
Baseline morbidity 
severe (25%) 
moderate (58%) 

63% (5/8) No significant difference 
in stunting between meat, 
plain porridge and milk 
group or meat and plain 
porridge. Neither milk nor 
meat had any greater 
effect on growth than 
porridge. Effect 
significant for milk group 
(p<0.05) compared to 
meat group on linear 
growth. 
Energy intake important 
for toddler growth but 
meat has inconclusive 
effect on growth.  
Baseline milk intake, 
maternal height associated 
with great height plus 
MUAC and weight 
outcomes for milk only 
(P= 0.05). 

Moderate = 2 
Moderate on 
account of 
allocation bias, no 
control, and slight 
change in protocol. 
 
  

Krebs, 
Wright 
[41]DRC(G
uatemala, 
Pakistan) 
Zambia 

RCT n= 532  
infants from  
6 months  for 
each of the 
countries    
 
Meat  n=532 
Cereal  n=530 

12 months 
 
 
4 times at 
baselines, 6, 
9 and end 
line at 18 
months 

1 food group in 
design Meat 
(beef or Pork 
30-45g), given 
as only food at 
entry for few 
weeks to 
maximize infant 
meat intake, 
mashed or 
pureed.     
Information on 
child feeding 
according WHO 
guidelines given 
to caregivers 

Age at entry  
6 months 
 
 
Significant 
difference only 
on  paternal 
education at 
baseline  

Treatment-
meat mother 
-education 
height, 
morbidity 
e.g.  malaria, 
child gender 

Linear 
Growth 
Velocity 
(Stunting) 
wasting , 
underweight 
and Dietary 
Diversity 
score, Food 
variety score, 

Multivariate, 
linear and logistic 
models  
Linear velocity 
1.00 (95% CI 0.99-
1.02) vs 1.02 (95% 
CI 1.00, 1.04) 
cm/month for meat 
and cereal group. 

87% (7/8) Linear velocity did not 
differ between treatment 
groups (-ve). Progressive 
linear growth faltering not 
reversed or prevented. 
Only mother education 
and mother height 
associated with linear 
velocity (P< 0006 and 
0.003 respectively). 
Stunting increased by 33% 
The lack of effect of meat 
or fortified food blends to 
reverse stunting 
progression argue for 
multifaceted pre and early 
post-natal periods.  

Strong = 1 
Four strong ratings 
with no weak rating. 
scored 1 on all 
component ratings 
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van der 
Merwe, 
Moore [43] 
The 
Gambia 

RCT  n= 172 
for children 3 
to 9 months 
old  
 
Treatment 
group range 
in sample size 
n= 73 to 87) 
 
Control range 
in sample size 
65 to 85. 
 
Sample size 
varied 
depending on 
analysis 
covariate  

6 months  
 
2 times 
baseline 3 
months and 
at 9 months 
end line 
 
 

1 food item and 
family foods. 
Treatment food 
is purified fish 
oil 2mls/ or 2ml 
olive oil, 
duration 6 
months. Both 
commodities 
designed to 
achieve increase 
in n-3 poly 
Unsaturated 
fatty Acids 
(PUFA)  and  
family foods, 
rice porridge, 
margarine, 
bread, 
mayonnaise, 
bananas, 
cooking oil 

Age at entry 3 
months 

Fish oil or 
Olive oil 

Stunting, 
Wasting,  gut 
integrity, 
Cognitive 
development 

  Multivariate, 
linear and 
binomial  
regression models  
Stunting Effect 
Size-0.79 z score 
(95% CI - 0.27, 
0.90; p= 0.084); 
MUAC Zscore 
0.31 (95% CI 0.06, 
0.56; p=0.017); 
Wasting  ES= 0.12 
(-0.14, 0.38); 
p=0.377 
Morbidity, and  
maternal education 
showed no  
difference either 

63% (5/8) Linear growth positive for 
fish oil but effect not 
sustained at 12 months, 
Mid Upper Arm 
circumference (MUAC) 
sustained at 12 months. 
No differences for 
morbidity between 
treatment groups  
Trial has insufficient 
evidence to test hypothesis 
that dietary fish oil 
improves n-3  3 LC -
PUFA improves growth 
performance in rural 
African children or gut 
integrity and  fish oil 
increase in n-3 PUFA but 
not sustained.  

Strong = 1 
Four strong ratings 
with no weak rating. 
scored 1 on all 
component ratings 
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